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Stationarity of hydroclimatic data
• Hydro-climatologists have used long-term rainfall and streamflow records to estimate the probability of extreme events (e.g., the 100 year storm) occurring in the future, assuming that future variability will be like past variability. 
• This assumption is sometimes called “stationarity.”  
• In the light of climate change, that assumption now appears to be problematic. Addressing this problem is an area of active research.





Observed or Projected Rainfall?
Is the time period used for design appropriate for the structure?

Uncertainty (accuracy)

Observed Rainfall Using past observed data to design future structures
Low uncertainty (high accuracy)

Projected Rainfall Using future projected data to design future structures
High uncertainty(low accuracy)



Rainfall frequency sourcesTP-40, ISWS Bulletin 70/NOAA Atlas 14





Future trends in rainfall frequency
• Monitoring data and research indicate that the intensity and frequency of heavy rainstorm events in the Midwest and other parts of the U. S. have been increasing and are likely to continue to increase.
• However, it is not exactly known if it will actually happen, and if it does, to what degree.







UNCERTAINTY



Modeling Uncertainties
• Data

– Observation
– Aggregation
– Sampling Variability

• Model (physical, conceptual, mechanistic, statistical, empirical, data mining, soft computing)
– Model Limitations
– Calibration
– Initial Conditions

• Future Climate



Uncertainty is expressed through confidence interval/limits
• Large interval = high uncertainty = low accuracy
• Small interval = low uncertainty = high accuracy
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Predicted flood level
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1950 2000 2050 2100

95% range when the future climate change scenarios are accounted for

95% range when the future scenarios are not accounted for

“… the future is not what it used to be” (Paul Valery)



Accounting for uncertainty
• The uncertainty in projected heavy rainfall is significant, and many of us tend to use it to simply ignore these projections. However, ignoring a potentially big change just because it is uncertain could be very costly.



RISK=PROBABILITY × IMPACT
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PROJECT SCHEMATIC



Large scale climate model rainfall data

Finer scale rainfall data (statistical and 
dynamical downscaling)

Observed: 1961-2000 Model: 1961-2000
Climate model 

simulated rainfall for 
mid- or late 21st centuryRainfall statistics Rainfall statistics

Compare
Weighted 

ensemble analysis

Projected rainfall frequency 
and confidence limits

Calculate weights for each climate model

Weighted Ensemble Analysis for heavy rainfall



A schematic of climate model evaluation
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RESULTS



Results for O’Hare and Midway rain gages
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Differences between projected 100-year, 24-hour isohyetals for late-21st century and those based on NOAA Atlas 14 

These results are not designed for operational use, nor do they replace the existing sources



Differences between projected for late 21st century and Atlas 14 upper 90% confidence limits for 100-year, 24-hour isohyetals

These results are not designed for operational use, nor do they replace the existing sources



Summary
• Heavy rainfall events are expected to increase
• Confidence intervals will become larger
• To increase our confidence in projected rainfall statistics: Continue monitoring, research, and model development, validation and testing to better understand and quantify the random nature of the projected rainfall.



Questions?



Exceedances of NOAA Atlas 14


